
TULIP TOUCH CRITICAL ESSAY

Tulip, the main character in the novel â€œThe Tulip Touchâ€•, written by Anne Fine is described as having revolting and
mean ways or deeply disturbed throughout the book. She became just a shell Tulip lied, used her friend Natalie in her
little visits, gave surprising presents to.

The reader is more inclined to trust her judgment as she is considering things retrospectively rather than as
they happen. Your teacher will give each of you a specific theme to work on. Get Essay While reading this
book I could mainly find suggestions that it was nurture so that is my option so far. Create a list of factual
points that must be included in the story. Look at some newspaper reports on similar type incidents first, and
discuss about what style of language is used to report events rather than to give an opinion or emotive account
of events. Discuss your developing attitudes towards Tulip. Consider some of the mean things she does: does
this make her an evil person? Instead of her thinking of ideas in her head, she started doing the actions out
loud. The hotel is symbolic in many ways, as it is a place of short visits - where people do not stay long and
represents a transient form of life. Make it: informative clear eye-catching. What is the difference between
them, that makes Natalie pull away from Tulips games, and makes Tulips behaviour more erratic? He
manages The Palace Hotel. Case conference briefing Subject: Tulip Pierce Focus: To listen to the views of
professionals and other interested parties and to decide what will happen to Tulip in the future. How does this
collection of words help build a picture of Tulip? Step 4 Choose one of the THEMES it could be the one you
find most interesting, the one you are an expert on, or the one you think is the main theme of the book.
Natalie's father instantly knows that there are serious home issues when he visits Tulip's house, describing it as
"not suitable for children" and stopping Natalie's younger brother from going around there. Barnes'Natalie's
mother, who is frequently absorbed in the care of Natalie's toddler brother. Tulip says she won a competition.
Who will be present at the meeting A member of the police force: The police are concerned that Tulip poses a
danger to other people and property, as well as herself. Id even wonder what it would be like to have them as
friends. She enjoyed inflicting pain on other things to make them feel the same pain that inflicts on her. What
about the undercurrent of threat? Make a list of them, and write a short explanation of what each example
shows us about the theme. Does Tulip behave outrageously because of who she is, or the life she has
experienced? Explore the words Not fire. What did Tulip do to help? A shy and rather withdrawn girl who is
overwhelmed by Tulip's stronger personality. How does her social status affect her behaviour? If you were the
agony aunt, what advice would you give? Discuss Ns question Was T mad as well as bad?


